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1. Introduction

Takacs [5,6] considered the sequence v^, v^, Vn of inter
changeable random variables assuming non-negative integral values
and derived the distributions of the statistics

An, a:, Al"' and Ar''

concerning the partial sums iVr=z'i + -" + z'n r=\, 2, •• ,n.

In the present paper we shall derive, for c>0, the distributions
of the following statistics viz.,

: numbei of subscripts r=l, 2, n for which Nr=r+c

holds,

: number of subscripts j-^l, 2, k for which Nr-i=Nr=r+c

holds,

: number of subscripts r^l, 2, n for which A'r-i<r-f c—1,

Nr=r+c holds,

V* '̂ : number of subscripts r^l, 2, ..., n for which Nr-i=r+c,

N,>r+c holds,

under the condition that Nn^Vi+ ... + vn=k is fixed, where v^,
Vn is a sequence of mutually independent and identically distributed
random variables having 'Geometric-Distribution', i.e ,

P {vr-=i}=pq*, 1=0, 1, 2, ... ...(I'l)

where p+q=l,0<p<l.

* This research was sponsored by the C.S.I.R., IStw Delhi under Grant
7/45 (739)/73-GAU. I. "
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Further, we define

Ar" >pI""' . VL""', and v:*(-0)

analogous to

Ar,pr, vr and v:
*(0)

on replacing c by —c in the definition. In the sequel we shall employ
the technique of path methods as suggested by Csaki and Vincze [1]
and Kanwar Sen [3, 4], Applications of the results have been mentio
ned in section 5.

2. A Lattice Path Representation

Set iVr=Oi + ...-f Wr for /••=!, n and iV„=0.

Then , . ,

^W^y}=(",|i7^)/'Vfor;-=0, 1,... ...(2-1)
Let us represent the sequence w,, »2, of non-negative integers by
a minimal lattice path in the following manner : (/) the path starts
from the origin; (ii) for everyj, vj represents one horizontal unit
followed by vj vertical units and the section of the path contributed
by Vj starts where the section of the path contributed by ended
(see Fig. la). We call such a path, from (0,0) to (n, Nn), a minimal
lattice path with vartices (r, Nr), r=\, ...,n.

Vc =0

C=i

C'>®J ^ If .

Fig. la
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X

Y=-c

Fig. \b.

We observe from (Tl) and (21) that the sequence Vy, Vn of
geometric random variables possesses the property that all possible
lattice paths {Ni,...,Nn) from (0, 0) to {n, Nn) are equally likely each

with probability P(iVra=A:)y''
On rotating the lattice path (Fig. la), from (0, 0) to (n, Nn),

obtained by the above construction, through 225° about the origin
(so that the starting point becomes the end point and vice versa) and
referring the line Nr=r as x-axis, wp observe that it is equivalent to a
simple random, walk path,' as defined below in section 3, from
(0, n-Nn) to (n-l-A^„ —1, 1) {seeFigs la and lb). This procedure of
rotation will henceforth be referred to as the "rotation procedure".

3. Notations

Let 91, 02, 0n be independent random variables with
p{0^=+ l)=.q, P(Qi= —l)=p=\-q, i.e. the sequence generates
a simple random walk. This can be represented in an (i, S) coordi
nate system by a path with points (i. Si), /=0, 1, ..., n where
5'„=0, Si=di+... t 6i where the consecutive points are connected by
straight lines.

For ease in writing we introduce the following symbols :

: a point (i, Si) where a path reaches the line >' = ?
I.e. for which

: an i?") point (/, Si) such that 5'j_i=?+l •(5'j_i

=/-l).

: the segment of a path included between two
consecutive points is called a t-wave.

: a ?-wave ".vith Sj>t iSt<t) at the intervening

positions,

point

R

p^")=f-wave
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r'" point
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m n it)
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Similarly

: a point (i, Sj) of the path for which (Si=t,
Si-i- —1) holds. This will be called the
intersection point in the line:i'=; (— oc<i<oc);

; a point {i. Si) of the path for which 5'i_i=r+l,

Si=t, Si+i=t— 1 1; Si=t, iS'j+j=/-)-1).

: the segment of a path included between two
consecutive /•'" points. An ,5"' may consist of
one or more PF'" of the same type.

S- j : a'-section with r in between.
= ^reflection : a r-reflection occurs at an index j when Sj=t,

S-,-!. ;S^+i=(?+l)2 or (<-1)2.

: a point {j, Sj) of the path for which 'Sj--^=Sj+i

=/+l=5'5-f 1 {,Sj--i^=Sj+-^=t—\=Sj—\).

a path from {o, k) to {m, n); „=£•„, „

an « path having r points.

an n path having p r"' points.

H)
an K^m, n path havingq points.

(«

• «• («) path having p J'" and q

—points.

J+ _ • - 3)+ j+

^ m n U) ' n («) ^^d n U)
' ' , ? 5 J 5 -

denote an n path having exactly

, yR'*^ , P T'l' and q Rf_^
points respectively

Um, n : an Em, n path reaching the height n for the first
time at the mth step.

•/V [^] : the number of all Apaths, e.g.
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We shall use in the sequel the a, P, y, S and e-operations
involving translation or rotation or reflection of segments of paths
as discussed in detail by Kanwar Sen [4].

4. Distribution of , pf , Vi"' , and v!"" for a positive
INTEGER C

Theorem 1

r:--r) =j7iV„=«+c-/

and

y±c±i nn+c-i \ j (4.1)
2n+c-l \ n+c+J J'

^2j+c±l±2(2n+c+l\j^^^2^ ...(4.2)
• 2n+c+l \n-j-l )

Proof

To prove (41), let OPPoPxP^-Pi Q (see Fig. 2a) be a lattice
path from 0(0,0) to Q[n, n+c-l) with Nr==r+c for exactly
/ indices, Pi (1=1, ...J) being the point (r, Nr) where Nr=r+c for
the ith time and P=(l, 0). Po be the point where the lattice path
meets the line Nr=r+c for the first time.

On applying the 'rotation procedure' we observe that (see Fig. 2b)

N N,.^n+c-l -{c-D E 5+

2n + c-J-l 1 (-C)
> 5

Now we establish below a 1 : 1correspondence between

-(c-O (.0) paths and 2j+c+l

paths In the path Q'P'i...P'iP'oP' (Fig. 2b) let us apply p-operation
[4] to the segment Q'.P'i, Soperation [4] to P'.P'i and.y-operation [4]
to P\P' after reflecting the portion P'jP'o (if any) in the line y=~c
and attach the transformed segments end-to-end in order. Finally
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let us now insert at the ead (/. after a (+1). Thus we
obtain an y+c+l path. By reversing the procedure it may
be seen that this transformation is 1 : 1. ~

>i>i

0 p

C'.o;

—> Y

(Fig. 2a)

0

-C

y .X

y?'o . r--c

Hence

ivf > (C)
=7, Nn-^n+c-l

(Fig. 2b) .

= N[Hin+c-l, Zi+ei-l]

leading to (4.1) for 1=0, 1, (« f c) by Feller [2p.89].
Similarly by the rotation procedure we have for 1=1, 2,...

AN„=ni-c+/

leading to (4.2) by [2],

(^-hO^^Znio+l-i 1 (-C)
9 9 J

a^+u+i+a
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Theorem 2

^ i pi" -
_Mj4t+;+i yz/i+c+z, n 2, ...(4.3)

V2« +c—/+lj\ n—2j—l }
and /2«+c+/-l

\ «—1 / L >
M;+^+/+3 \/2/i+cf/+l \ /=,o, 1,2, ...(4.4)'
\,2n+ct/+l A «—2;-l 1 '

'̂ '̂ "''•^To prove (4.3) let OPPoPi-P, <2>e Ja) be the lattice
path from 0(0, 0) to 2(«, «4-c—/) with ^r-,=Nr-jr+c {ox
/indices, Pi{i=\,-J) being the lattice point (r, iV,) such that

Fig. 3a • '

Nr-i=Nr=r+cioitht ith time. ?„ be the point where the lattice path
rises the line A^^=r+ c for the first time.

On applying the 'rotation procedure' to the path inFig. 3a we
observe that the transformed path Q'P'i...P'iP'oP'(see fig. ,36) is an

(t, ,-c] C^O-0

Fig, 3/;
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(c-0£2«+o-j-i, , path having exactly j T\ points and hence
y y' points. Thus

pr =y, Nn=n j- c—lN = ^

Let {h, -c) be the first and (r2,-c).the
Let us apply the (3 and y-operations [4] to the segments Q'P'̂ and
P oP' respectively. The S-operatipn [4] on P',P'„ yields the
4j-2 path. Attach these transformed segments in order. Finally let
us insert both between On and 6^,+^ and after fl(+ i). Thus
we obtain a 4j +c+l +1path. By reversing this procedure
we see that the transformation is 1:1. Therefore,

'{c-D ^2n-^c.U\ 1 (-C)

ast r'-"' points {see Fig. 3b).

N p'f ==y. N2=n +c—l N [H2n+c-l+i, 4/+C+/-(-])
leading to (4'3) by [2].

Similarly by the analogous arguments it can easily be shown
that for 1=0, 1, 2, ...

N p':>=7. Nn=ni-c+l J=7vL_(c+/) ^

=4-(c+/) ^
which leads to (4"4) by [2].
Theorem 3

^ [^2« +c+!+l) +

[i- {n-l-m
_ Y J+c+l+2m (J+m \

^ 2n+c—l—j—m \ m J
m=0

, /=>!, 2. ..., {n+c)

and

/ 2n+c—l—j—m
\ n+c+m

)''lvr=//A'.=»+c+/
K («-/-!)]

2

•••(4.5) .

/n=0

.7+c+/+3ffl+2 /y-f-m \
2n^c+l—j—m \ m )

( 2n+c+l—j~m\
V «-2m—7-1 L2, ... . ...(4.6)

where [Z] denotes the greatest integer contained in Z.
To prove (4.5) let OPPPj...P,LQ {see Fig. 4a) be the lattice

path from (0, 0) to (/j, n+c-/) with (iV^-j^r+c-1, i\f^=r+c) for
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Proof
exactly 7 indices, Pi (/•=!, ...,7) being the point (r, Nr) such that
(iVr-i^r+c—l, iVr=»'+c) for the ith time. FandL be the points
where the lattice path meets the line Nr—r+c for the first and the
last time respectively. '

CI,o)

Fig. Aa

6

'

,xr

\/v /\ /\.X
?f\/ pi\/Po' Y=-c

(^2 ;

Fig. 46

Onapplying 'the rotation procedure' we observe that {see Fig. 4b)

N Vl'"=X Nn-n+c-l

.= 2"
m

= C., 1 ...<4.7)

= N

—(c—l)E'' ''''
c)

> -J
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In Fig. L' {h,-c) and F' {ti,-c) (where be the points of
the first and the last contact of the path with the line y=—c. The
enumeration of paths on the.right side of (4-7) includes the following
four mutually exclusive cases : When

(0 L' is an R'-^\i.e. L'==P',) and F' is an R<f '̂\i.e. F'=P\)

(i7) L' is an and F' is a ri""'

(Hi) L' is a and f is an

(if) V is a T'-y and F' is a

Let Di, Di, Dg and denote respectively the required number

of paths from Q' to P' with j in cases (J), (ii), {Hi) and (iv).

Then

-N ^j, N„=n+c-i^=^D ...(4.8)

7=1

We now consider our path Q'L'P/...Pi F'P' as divided into
three segments viz., Q'L', L'F' and F'P'. For case (j) the corres
ponding path is shown in Fig. 46. Here L'F' contains {j—2)

and m Thus L'F' consisting of (2m + l) 5'""' [i.e.

(ffi+O-SliT"' and m includes (y-f in—])W'-^^ (of length 2/7, say).

Since each 51'"' consists of at least one , (m + 1) can be

constructed out of (jim—l) ordered in ways

(from the occupancy problem of [2]).

Now the p, s, s and y-operations [4] on Q'L', (j-im—l)

. m and F'P' yield respectively Ht„ „

Ht2-n-2T, 2m and H^n+c^i-i-n, c+i- On joining these transformed
segments in order we get finally the

Hin+c-i-m-j, 3m+y+/+c path where 0<w<[J(n—/-y)]. Thus

D^= ^ 3m+jili c] ...(4.9)
/w=0
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Similarly we can show that

+ ...(4.10)

; m«=l

m-i-m

D,= ^ ...(4.11)
m-=2

Hence (4.5) follows from (4.8) to (4.11) by using [2]. In a similar
fashion the result (4.6) can also be proved.

Now we state below another result. Its proof follows imme
diately from'the argument to that given in the proceeding theorem.

Theorem 4

pr/-')" jlNn = n + C—l

li («-/-;•)]
./+c+/+3m+l

2^ 2n+c-l-j+m+l
m=l

\ jJ\ n+c-\m+l )

and

p|A:""=;7iv„=«+c+/"
a («-; + !)]

7+c+/+3m—1
2rt+ C—/-J-/M+1

/;+m-l\ f2«+c+/-/-m+l\ 2, ^4.^3^
\ j • / \ K+ C+/+/M , }

Finally we quote below other results concerning the distri
butions of the above statistics with superscript (-c), where c is a
positive integer. ' .

PI ^JINn=n-c-lj
2i+c+l-2 (2n-c-l\

~ 2n-c-l \n+j-\)'
/ = 0, 1, , (rt-c) , ...(414)
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'/'2n—c+/-l\
V n-\

{"•Tr)-

hn^^jlN.^n-c+l

_ 2/+C+/ •(2n—c-\-l\
~ 2)t—c+l

1=1,2,..,.

72/2—c+/^

\n-C-j ;

p1 =jlNn=n-c-l

...(4-15)

_Aj+c+l-~3 (2n-c-l-\l\
2n^c-l+l \ n^2j-l j'

/ =1, ...Jn-c). .,.(4-16)

4j+e+l-l (2n—c+l+l\
V2n-c+/+.l V n+l+2j

/ =0,1.2;... \..(4-17)

•S/';°'=JIN,=n-c-l

[4 N^-j+2)Sj+c+l+lm-2, /j+m-1 \
2«-c-/+1—7 + m\ 7 /

m = l

'='

p«-c+/-l \ p y(-.=y/jv„=„_.c+/
\ n— I 1 X. n

[i(«-C-7+l)]S,/+c-)-/+3m—1
2n—c-\-l—j—m-\-l

m=\

/j+m-lN /2n—e +
V 7 M n+m+l y

/=0, 1, ... ...(419)

S7+C+/+3/W ' /J+m\
2n-c-l-j-m \ j )

m=0
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_ Y •/•+c+^+3m-2 /7+m\
2n-c+l-j-m \ j )

m=0

(2n-c-j-m+l\
V n+m+I-l )' ' ...C'Jil)

These results can similarly be proved as Theorem 1, 2, 3 and 4.

5. Application of The Results in Deriving
The Ballot Problems

Putting7=0 and n-\-c—l=k in (4-1) we get,

(":_w! Ai-
^=0, 1,..., «+c,

or Nr<r+c for r=l, ...,tilN„=k

(n+k-l\
( k~c \ U+c-1 / ^
I n+c)

55

k=0, 1, n + c
For c =0, reduces to

P{A^r</'for/-=l,......,«/iV„=fe}=l_Afor/c=0, (5.1)
thus verifying the Takacs' lemma ((7), p. 4; [5]) which is the generali
zation of the classical ballot theorem reformulated as below:

Suppose that in a ballot candidate Ascores a votes and candi

date Bscores bvotes and all the possible j voting records are
equally probable. Denote by a, and p, the number of votes registered
for Aand Brespectively among the first r votes recorded. Let cand (j.
be non-negative integers, Define v^, r=l, 7,..., a^-b, as follows :

if the r*'' vote is cast for A.
if the vote is cast for B.

Now Wj, V2,..., Va+t are interchatigeable randomvariables that assume
non-negative integer values and

o

ix+/-
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Set 7V^=Wi4-...'•=!> 2,..., a+Z). Since iV,=(iJ.+l)Pr and
r=a, i the inequality a,>[xp^ holds ifand only if Nr<r.

Now on putting n=a-\-b and k— b + (5.1) gives

/'{a.X.p, for .= 1, «+6/Ar,-«=6([.+ l)} for a>(x„ thus
verifying the classical ballot theorem ((1), p. 2; [5]).

Similarly other results may be applied in deriving the ballot
problems. The statistics

pi"', Vl^ and SjT

are equivalent to certain characteristics of the ballot problem as
given below :

: number ofsubscripts r=l, ...,a^b for which a,=[Ap,~c.

; number of subscripts r=l, a + ft for which c

but ar -i=(iPr-i-c—1.

number of subscripts r=l, for which ar=tiPr~c

but ar-l>F'Pr-l-C.

number of subscripts r=l, fl+6 for which ar<M'?)'~c

but

aL"'

rn

(c)
V

J^(o)
V

Summary

For non-negative integral valued interchangeable random vari
ables, Takacs [5, 6] derived the distributions of statistics concerning
their partial sums viz..

A., a;, a!" and A";"-(-0

la this paper, we derive the distributions of some other statstics viz.,
, (-C)

A
M
Pre : ^ n vi"' ,

V
.(-C)

V and (Oo)

for geometrically distributed independent random variables through
the technique of path methods as discussed by Csaki and Vincze
[1] and Kanwar Sen [3, 4].


